As an Inverted Triangle you have some gorgeous attributes!
You likely have an athletic build thats tall and characterised by
strong shoulders.


We want to create balance by adding shape to your hips and
waist.

I N V E R T E D

TRIANGLE

HOW TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR ATTRIBUTES:
Focus on creating definition around your waist. Having a detail around
your center will add shape to your lean silhouette and break up your torso.
Balance your wide shoulders by adding shape and focus to your hips. This
can be done by wearing narrower necklines and wider hemlines. Or by
wearing the lighter, space creating colours on your bottom half and dark
space reducing colours on your top.
Be mindful of your hair silhouette and how it connects your shoulders. This
can really add bulk if not careful.

Your Necklines
How can you focus on creating definition and shape around a key attribute? These points are also
important when on online meetings and creating content.


Here we want to add shape and volume to your bottom half. We want to use narrow, angled or deep
necklines to reduce space in your shoulders and chest. These necklines also break up the width of
your shoulders as they make the angles smaller.


You can also use colours to create balance. Darker colours in your palette will decrease size and
lighter will increase. In creating balance for your body it's best to wear darker on top and lighter on
bottom.

ASYMMETRIC

I M PA C T D R I V E N S T Y L E

V-NECK

SCOOP

U-NECK

H A LT E R
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Outfit and style suggestions

Below we have a few style suggestions that will show off your attributes everytime. Please, when
looking at the below styles focus more on the cuts, fit and drape of the outfits. The colours and
texture will depend on your unique brand and colour attributes (we talk about how to find yours later)
Halter dresses or a halter detail in the
neckline are great for you as they reduce
the space in your shoulders and help to
bring focus to your face.

You don't need a waist detail for these
styles that use flowy fabric as shape will be
created in your hips. If your wearing
something figure hugging you may like to
add a waist detail.
Darker tops are better when going
for full coverage like this one. They
can be really empowering because
they use your shoulder strength
but balance it with the dark colour.
A light colour and fuller or a-line
skirt on the bottom is advised to
add width to your hips. Sleeves like
these are a great way to create
space around the hips as they flare
in line with them.
Asymmetric tops are something you can take
full advantage of. They add both an interesting
detail that can be dressed up or down as well as
break up your strong shoulders.

Again thinking about colours and their effect on
size perception, be mindful when putting an
outfit together. This is also a great e.g. of how
you can use your hairstyle to further create
details and shape.
Wide legged or flared pants are a great
option when adding shape to your bottom
half to balance your top. You can use the
necklines above to create a full outfit.

A tied detail around the waist is a perfect
way to focus the eye down and create
length. Be mindful of your sleeves as they
can bring added bulk when you don't want
it to your shoulders.

IMPACT DRIVEN STYLE
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